NOTES:
1. MATERIALS: HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE, ASTM-D4976, NATURAL.
   LOCKWASHER: PHOSPHOR BRONZE.
   ALL OTHER PARTS: BRASS, ASTM-B16
2. FINISHES:
   CENTER CONTACT: GOLD PLATE PER ASTM-B488.
   ALL OTHER METAL PARTS: KING'S TARNISH RESISTANT FINISH (TR-S)
3. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
   NOMINAL IMPEDANCE: NON-CONSTANT.
   VOLTAGE RATING: 20 KVDC.
   INSULATION RESISTANCE: 10^6 MEGOHMS.
4. LEAKAGE MAY NOT EXCEED 10 x -7 CC/SEC.
   OF TRACER GAS AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES [MILLIMETERS].
2. TOLERANCES: 
   [XXX ±.004] [XX ±.010]
   [.XXX ±.10] [.XX ±.25]
   FRACTIONS: X/Y ±.010 [.25]
   ANGLES: ± 1°
   ! CRITICAL DIMENSIONS